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Multi-list recommender systems have become widespread in entertainment and e-commerce applications. Yet, extensive user evaluation research is missing. Since most content is optimized towards a user’s current preferences, this may be problematic in recommender domains that involve behavioral change, such as food recommender systems for healthier food intake. We investigate the merits of multi-list recommendation in the context of internet-sourced recipes. We compile lists that adhere to varying food goals in a multi-list interface, examining whether multi-list interfaces and personalized explanations support healthier food choices. We examine the user evaluation (i.e., diversity, understandability, choice difficulty and satisfaction) of a multi-list recommender interface, linking choice behavior to evaluation aspects through the user experience framework.

We present two studies, based on 1) similar-item retrieval and 2) knowledge-based recommendation. Study 1 (N = 366) compared single-list (5 recipes) and multi-list recommenders (25 recipes; presented with or without explanations). Study 2 (N = 164) compared single-list and multi-list food recommenders with similar set sizes, but varied whether presented explanations were personalized. Multi-list interfaces were perceived as more diverse and understandable than single-list interfaces, while results for choice difficulty and satisfaction were mixed. Moreover, multi-list interfaces triggered changes in food choices, which tended to be unhealthier but more goal-based.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of commercial recommender applications present multiple recommendation lists in a single interface [34]. So-called ‘Multi-list Recommender Interfaces’ present item lists stacked on top of each other, accompanying each list with an explanation on what the items in the list represent [22, 68]. The algorithms underlying these lists are typically either based on a variety of recommendation approaches (e.g., using different similarity measures [22, 34]), or employ a single personalization algorithm that is optimized differently across different lists, by constraining the presented items to a certain tag [58], or by re-ranking the top-k set on a specific attribute (cf. [70]).

Commercial examples include video streaming services, such as Disney+ and Netflix. They present movie and TV series recommendations in an explainable multi-list interface [22], mostly providing multiple lists that relate to a user’s preferences and which are limited to or optimized for a specific attribute, tag, or genre. For example, lists in Netflix would be explained as ‘Drama TV Series’ (genre constraint), ‘Oscar-winning movies’ (movies with a specific tag), or ‘Recommended for you’ (Collaborative Filtering with no constraints). The ‘sub-lists’ presented within a multi-list recommender interface can be extensive: Netflix presents approx. 40 different lists on a user’s page with up to 75 recommendations per list [22].

Multi-list interfaces may also promote items that are not personalized. For example, e-commerce platforms such as Amazon may display lists that prioritize items based on their overall popularity, because they are often purchased in the past 24 hours, or because many users have added them to their wish lists. Such lists are inferred without any user history, yet can still lead to changes in user preferences by presenting a larger number of items in an organized manner (cf. [58]).

An illustrative example of what constitutes differences between single-list and multi-list interfaces is depicted in Figure 1 [34]. The main distinction between them in this study is the use of multiple recommender algorithms per multi-list interface, which is also how the landing pages of some commercial applications are designed [22]. It should be noted that what we describe as single-list interfaces is at times referred to as ‘grid user interfaces’ or ‘grid UIs’ in other domains [39], while other studies use the concept of a ‘single list’ or ‘single-list interface’ for lists in which only a single option is presented per line [9], as is common in search box applications (cf. [70]).

The application of multi-list interfaces has particularly expanded in commercial domains. Whereas their use in online retail and on video streaming platforms has become more prevalent [22, 59], research on its use in domains where users have specific behavioral goals is missing [20, 68]. Food is such a domain, where multi-list interfaces have the potential to steer user preferences towards a specific eating goal. Whereas in the movie domain, the explanations may signal a particular genre or mood that may be appealing to a user [22], food choices often face a tradeoff between health and popularity (or taste) [64]. Explanations may help to mitigate this ambiguity, in attempt to align with user goals.

The promotion of healthy food choices has hardly been examined in food recommender studies [60], because many approaches are popularity-based and lead to unhealthy outcomes [18, 76]. Since a user’s profile becomes less relevant when she wishes to change her current eating habits [1, 63], it is often hard to generate relevant recommendations when, for example, a user takes up a new weight-loss goal or starts to attain a vegetarian diet. While providing more control could be one way to circumvent unhealthy recommendations (e.g., in the medical domain [47]), other studies have shown that increasing recommendation diversity could better serve a user’s interests [59]. This can be provided by multi-list interfaces that optimize for different types dietary restrictions (e.g., lactose-free and vegan) or nutrient intake (e.g., fewer kcal or more fiber). Moreover, providing
appropriate, personalized explanations or justifications might further steer users towards healthier options [50].

The commercial multi-list ‘benchmark’ has yet to be evaluated in a user-centric approach [34]. Whereas its merits are clear in terms of user retention and click-through rates [22], much less is known about how users perceive the different aspects of multi-list recommender systems and how this is related to their choices. For example, do users understand the recommendation lists presented to them and does this affect from which list they choose an item? And, are multi-list interfaces only evaluated more favorably, or do they also lead to healthier choices and choices that match a user’s eating goals? And, does this depend on the type of explanation presented?

This paper presents two novel studies with multi-list food recommender interfaces, which are each evaluated through a user-centric approach. We employ the user experience recommender framework [43, 44] to assess whether the use of multiple lists in a single interface, along with explanations, leads to changes in user choices and whether these are linked to changes in how users perceive and experience the multi-list interface. To date, only a few studies have examined the relation between user evaluation aspects and multi-list interfaces. Pu and Chen [58] compare a single-list interface with simple explanations to a category-based interface in the personal computer domain, accompanying each list with an explanation on its contents. They show that a multi-list interface is perceived as more helpful, as users could compare items more easily, even if time spent on making a decision was equal across both interfaces. Moreover, a related study by Nanou et al. [52] shows that a genre-grouped movie recommender interface is evaluated as easier to use, due to a reduced cognitive load.

The premise of earlier work on multi-list recommender interfaces is to increase diversity while reducing choice overload [30]. However, it is to date unclear how specifically choice difficulty and satisfaction are affected by the presented recommender interface, akin to work of Bollen et al. [4]. For the food domain, we expect that a multi-list recommender system can overcome human biases towards unhealthy foods through their justifications, and lead to more satisfactorily choice outcomes by increasing the diversity of the presented recipes. Since many people lack the sufficient nutritional knowledge to make healthy food choices [31], the introduction of list-specific
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**Fig. 1.** Schematic mock-up of what is referred to as single-list interfaces and multi-list interfaces in this paper. The main distinction is the use of multiple recommender algorithms (one per list) in the multi-list interface.
explanations is expected to boost its understandability, also given earlier findings on the reduction of cognitive load [52, 59]. Moreover, attribute framing theory [2] suggests that nutrition-based explanations could make users pay more attention to healthy or nutrition-related aspects when choosing a recipe, particularly if they are related to personal characteristics (cf. [50, 71]). There has, however, been little attention for how explanations in such an interface should be designed and to what extent they can persuade users to consider other content, such as healthier recipes.

We expect that a multi-list interface, bringing forth a more diverse recommendation set, is more likely to cater towards eating goals that are not yet part of the user’s profile. In terms of the interface, the most important contribution is that we can highlight different nutrient-specific eating goals, by presenting lists that optimize for recipes with fewer calories, less fat, or more fiber. Moreover, based on earlier work with explanations that personally relevant explanations (e.g., ‘healthy recipes that are in line with your healthy eating habits’) rather item-focused explanations (e.g., ‘healthy recipes that meet dietary intake guidelines’) positively affect a user’s evaluation of a recommender system [46], we examine the merits of using personalized explanations in a multi-list interface. For the user-centric evaluation of our multi-list food recommender system and whether it can support healthy food choice and eating goals, we propose the following research questions:

[RQ1]: To what extent is a multi-list recommender interface with (personalized) explanations evaluated more favorably in the context of the user experience recommender framework, compared to a single-list interface without (personalized) explanations?

[RQ2]: To what extent can a multi-list recommender interface with (personalized) explanations support different user goals and healthy food choices, compared to an interface without (personalized) explanations and a single list?

We present two studies. In Study 1, we examine both research questions in a recommender system based on similar-item retrieval, using a US-based dataset from the recipe website AllRecipes.com [75]. We compare single-list (5 items) and multi-list (5x5 items) interfaces, either accompanied by list-based explanations or not, by assessing a user’s evaluation and choices through Structural Equation Modelling. We find that multi-list interfaces are evaluated more favorably in terms of diversity and choice satisfaction, but also lead to a higher choice difficulty. In addition, they support healthy eating goals for specific users. In Study 2, we expand our findings for both research questions by developing a knowledge-based recommender system, using an Italian-based dataset from the recipe website GialloZafferano.it. We compare single-list and multi-list interfaces of similar length (25 items), which are accompanied by either non-personalized or personalized explanations. We find that multi-list interfaces increase the perceived diversity and understandability, but slightly decrease choice satisfaction and the healthiness of chosen recipes. In contrast, choice difficulty is unaffected across single-list and multi-list interfaces with similar set sizes.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides more background on the key themes in this paper. We describe studies from the recommender systems domain, highlighting contributions on explanations, food recommendation and multi-list recommendation. Moreover, we highlight work on choice overload, mainly in the context of recommender systems.

2.1 Food Recommender Systems

Food recommender systems have been used for decades. The earliest meal-planning systems stem from the 1980s [24, 27]. The more contemporary food recommender systems can be categorized into three types of approaches [49]. The first type optimizes recommendations towards a user’s preferences, i.e., based on ratings, likes or bookmarks [76], and is similar to common approaches in other recommender domains [45]. The second type of approach is arguably more distinct for the
Food domain, for it focuses on meeting the nutritional needs of the user [51, 61]. A third type of approach aims to balance user preferences and nutritional needs [6, 74], often by combining user preference data and user constraints, such as food allergies [50].

Food recommender systems that focus on user preferences generally suggest foods that a user is most likely to enjoy. Many approaches involve collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation, leveraging user ratings, likes, or similar-item retrieval [76]. Freyne and Berkovsky [18] evaluate the performance of different approaches: content-based, collaborative filtering, and hybrid algorithms. The best performing approach is found to be content-based, which deconstructs recipe ratings into ingredient ratings. It shows that users tend to prefer recipes with similar ingredients (e.g., potatoes) as ones liked in the past. Approaches employed in other studies have also incorporated negative feedback, for example by using a hybrid approach of Singular Value Decomposition with user and item biases [26].

Recommenders that are optimized towards the nutritional needs of the users tend to employ different recommender methods [61, 74, 76]. As shown by the popularity of unhealthy recipes [75], many users do not consider the nutritional content of internet-sourced recipes, which could be supported by recommender systems [74]. Mankoff et al. [48] present an early example of a nutrition-based food recommender, generating food recommendations using supermarket receipts. Other methods are more goal-based, by allowing users to disclose specific health issues, which in turn triggers the recommender to avoid nutrients that co-occur with such health issues [81]. To this end, a suitable recommender approach is knowledge-based recommendation, which matches recipes to users based on the recipes’ nutritional content and the user’s health-related characteristics and needs, according to a specific set of rules [51]. Although most work in this area is new, recent studies show the possibilities to support healthier food choices through the use of explanations, particularly when it can draw upon a multitude of user and food-related features [50].

Many of the recent food recommender studies aim to optimize between nutrient intake and food preferences [64, 76]. Whereas some approaches balance these two factors simultaneously when retrieving recipes [21], most approaches rely on either pre-filtering or post-filtering based on one or more health indicators [3]. Pre-filtering approaches impose constraints before user preferences are considered, such as by filtering for specific dietary restrictions (e.g., halal or vegetarian) [73, 85]. A more common approach is to apply post-filtering in food recommender systems [76], retrieving first a set of recipes that are relevant to a user’s food preferences, after which a nutrient-based or health-based re-ranking can be applied [66, 75].

In our experimental evaluations, we apply two different recommendations approaches. In Study 1, we retrieve recipes on title-based similarity, which are post-filtered based on specific nutrients. In Study 2, we present a knowledge-based recommender that generates either personalized or non-personalized explanations in a multi-list context.

2.2 Choice Overload in Recommender Systems

Choice overload refers to experienced decision-making difficulty due to an overabundance of rather equivalent options to choose from [62]. Although there has been discussion about the main mechanisms of choice overload [10, 11], and under what circumstances the general effect replicates [11], an tradeoff often observed is that between the need for a large choice set and the difficulty in choosing from such a large choice set.

Although the very first claims about choice difficulty stem from the 1300s [62], a contemporary milestone study was conducted by Iyengar and Lepper [32]. They examine the choice overload hypothesis by conducting three studies in both field and laboratory settings. They demonstrate the tradeoff between the desirability of larger choice sets and the negative consequences with regards to choice difficulty, choice deferral, and a decreased experienced satisfaction. This can be attributed
to the positive expectations an individual has for finding a product in large assortments, which can in turn lead to a stronger disappointment if a match is not found [14]. In later research, the choice overload phenomenon is claimed to depend on four factors [11]: choice set complexity, task difficulty, the extent to which one’s preferences are set, and one’s decision goal.

A few studies have directly addressed choice overload in the recommender systems literature. Bollen et al. [4] have conducted online user evaluation studies to investigate to what extent users of movie recommender systems with different algorithms (top-N lists vs lists with mixed quality) and set sizes (5 vs 20 items) also suffer from choice overload. In doing so, they inquire on the user’s perceived variety, attractiveness of the recommendation set, choice difficulty and satisfaction with chosen item. They find that larger sets with only good movies (Top-N list) does not necessarily lead to higher levels of choice satisfaction when compared to smaller set sizes. Instead, there is a trade-off between the increase in perceived set attractiveness and the increase of choice difficulty. Other studies have also found that higher-quality personalization can lead to information overload, stimulating the user to seek more alternative before making a final decision [12]. It must be noted that satisfaction and choice deferral are among the main measures with which choice overload can be assessed across all domains [11].

2.3 Multi-list Recommender Systems

Although recommender systems are touted as a general solution for choice overload [33], some studies have examined it specifically. To this end, multi-list recommender systems are thought to be solution to the dilemma of providing more content at the cost of choice difficulty [68], which are thought to increase perceived diversity and choice satisfaction without drastically increasing the difficulty of making a decision. The latter would be at odds with the findings of, for example, Bollen et al. [4].

Although the topic is still new [34, 68], a few researchers have studied multi-list or organization-based interfaces before their commercial use became widespread. Most notably, Pu and Chen [58] show that an interface similar to what we consider a multi-list interface today, e.g., Netflix [22], is perceived as more helpful than a single-list interface, as it allows for easier comparison between items, while inducing less cognitive strain, even if time spent on making a decision was equal between the two interfaces. Such multi-list interfaces are often accompanied with short explanations on what each list contains [7, 52, 58], or the difference between them. For example, Netflix’s landing page consists of approximately 40 different lists, which each contain up to 75 items per list, retrieved by a single algorithm per list [22]. Each list is annotated by an explanation that can describe a myriad of aspects related to the presented content and the user, such as describing the user’s past behavior or highlighting a movie genre. Similar landing page design is now used at other video-streaming platforms, such as Amazon Prime [84].

It is to date, however, unclear what the exact merits are of such a multi-list design, particularly when combined with personalized explanations. Academic research is scarce, for most publications on such multi-list home page design mainly covers the algorithmic intricacies, not the user’s evaluation compared to other interfaces. Since 2020, research has started to compare the merits of single-list and multi-list interfaces. Jannach et al. [34] have explored the effects of multi-list interfaces for similar-item recommendations in the movie domain. In their online evaluation study, they compare a long single-list with line breaks to a multi-list interface separated by labels. They find that single-list interfaces are less effortful to use when choosing an movie, compared to a multi-list interfaces. In contrast, multi-list interfaces do allow for more exploration, leading to a higher levels of perceived diversity and novelty.

In our experimental evaluations, we examine to what extent multi-list interfaces are evaluated more favorably than single-list interfaces in the context of food recommendation. In Study 1, we
compare interfaces with different set sizes, presenting either with or without explanations. In contrast, we compare interfaces with similar set sizes in Study 2.

2.4 Designing Explanations
As users might have varying eating goals, designing effective explanations is arguably important in the context of food multi-list recommender systems. Tintarev and Masthoff [71] provide guidelines on designing a ‘good’ explanation, as well as on how to evaluate them. It is important to note that the evaluation of explanations is confounded on the recommender approach, as well as on how the presentation of recommendations interacts with them. Moreover, the relationship between the algorithm and the type of explanations to be generated also needs to be considered.

In the context of supermarket food purchases, most countries require food products to disclose ingredients and nutritional content, such as the amount of calories and sugar [83]. This often involves a detailed description on the back of a product. Although such product information helps experiences customers [23], it is often simplified through the use of Front-of-Package (FoP) labels with health scores, such as the Nutriscore [35]. Although the use of FoP labels in online contexts is still not at the level of brick-and-mortar supermarkets, an increasing number of studies are conducted at the intersection of health-based explanations and online food content [25]. Recently, health-based explanations or justifications have been used in a knowledge-based recommender context to support healthier recipe choices [50]. These justifications explain how the nutritional content of the presented recipe relates to the user, as well as help users who have health-related goals to make better decisions.

In our experimental evaluations, we focus on nutrition and health-related explanations for single-list and multi-list interfaces. In Study 1, we design simple explanations that typically optimize for a single nutrient, such as saturated fat. In Study 2, we develop a knowledge-based approach in line with Musto et al. [51], and compare explanations that only describe the nutritional content of recipes to explanations that also relate a recipe’s nutrients to a user’s food-related goals, such as “Recipes Low in Saturated Fat That Match Your Weight-Loss Goal”.

3 STUDY 1
To address [RQ1] and [RQ2], Study 1 examined how a user’s evaluation and healthy recipe choice related to each other in the context of a multi-list recommender system. We describe our 2 (single-list vs multi-list) x 2 (with or without explanations) between-subject design study, including how our recipes, explanations, and measures were evaluated in the context of the user experience framework [44].

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Dataset. We developed a food recommender system based on similar-item retrieval. It employed recipes from Allrecipes.com, a popular recipe website to which users can upload their own recipes. From a larger database of around 58,000 recipes (which was also used in [75, 77–79]), we determined five different categories from which we sampled a total of 935 recipes: Casseroles, Roasts, Salads, Pasta, and Chicken dishes. In turn, a subset of 28 recipes was randomly selected from this dataset (5 to 6 per dish type) to serve as ‘reference recipes’ in our study, on which the different recommendation lists would be based.

3.1.2 Recommendation Approach and Lists. The recommendation approach we implemented was based on the similar-item principle [78]. Hence, given a recipe $r_i$, we find all top-k most similar
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1 The full list of recipes, including features, can be obtained here: https://osf.io/cpfwj/.
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recipes \( r_j \). Formally, this can be expressed as follows:

\[
rec@k(r_i) = \arg\max_{r_j \in R \setminus r_i} \{ \text{sim}(r_i, r_j) \},
\]

(1)

where \( R \setminus r_i \) denotes the set of all recipes without \( r_i \) and \( \text{sim}(r_i, r_j) \) is a similarity function. In our case, similarities were calculated based on recipe titles. Previous studies on similar-item retrieval have found these to be representative of human similarity judgments [78]. Titles were favored over using ingredients, as a recipe’s ingredients were not depicted in the interface. Moreover, titles were found to be the most used cue in similar-item judgment tasks [78].

To compute pairwise recipe similarity based on titles, we used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TD-IDF). We implemented the test-bed as an PHP online application, using the Zend framework and Apache’s Lucene search framework [57]. This framework indexed all recipes in our dataset to allow for similar-item retrieval and recommendation, based on a given reference recipe (see above).

For each list presented in our user study, we randomly selected a reference recipe that matched five predetermined search queries for that trial (‘Casserole’, ‘Roast’, ‘Salad’, ‘Pasta’, and ‘Chicken’). Recommendation sets were populated using similar-item retrieval. To create explainable sub-lists for the multi-list interface, we first retrieved the top-40 recipes in terms of title-based similarity. Subsequently, we applied a post-filtering approach (based on [75]), by re-arranging the retrieved recipes on a specific feature per list and presenting the top-5, i.e., \( k = 5 \). In total, we designed and displayed five different recommendation lists with the following re-sorting criteria:

- Similar Recipes: Similar recipes sorted from most to least similar (without resorting).
- Fewer Calories: Recipes were re-sorted on their calorie content, from lowest to highest.
- Fewer Carbohydrates: Recipes were re-sorted on their carbohydrate content (per 100g), from lowest to highest.
- Less Fat: Recipes were re-sorted on their fat content (per 100g), from lowest to highest.
- More Fiber: Recipes were re-sorted on their fiber content (per 100g), from highest to lowest.

If an explanation was shown above such a list, it would either state “Similar Recipes” or “Similar, but with [fewer/less/more] [calories/carbs/fat/fiber]”. Hence, explanations would emphasize similarity, while indicating nutrition-specific characteristic of the list if applicable.

3.1.3 Participants. A total of 366 participants (\( M_{\text{age}} = 34.24 \) years, \( SD = 13.23 \); 52% male) completed our user study. Among them, 182 participants with no dietary restrictions were recruited from the crowdsourcing platform Prolific, who were compensated with 1.25 USD. The 184 other participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk, who had completed more than 500 HITs and were compensated with 0.75 USD.\(^2\) On average, participants took 321 seconds or around 3.5 minutes to finish the study.

3.1.4 Procedure. Participants were invited to join a study in which they could find interesting recipes to cook, including suggestions for healthier choices. After disclosing demographics and their self-reported healthiness and cooking experience, users were instructed to imagine that they had used five different search terms to look for recipes: ‘Casserole’, ‘Roast’, ‘Salad’, ‘Pasta’, and ‘Chicken’.\(^3\) Subsequently, they were presented five trials in our recommender interface, of which an example is depicted in Figure 2. In each trial, users were presented a ‘reference recipe’ at the top of the screen that matched one of the five search queries. Underneath it, a recommendation set was presented that contained recipes that were similar to the reference recipe at the top, either

\(^2\)The research conformed to the ethical standards of the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD).
\(^3\)The order in which recipes were presented was counterbalanced to mitigate order effects.
Fig. 2. Partial screenshot of our recommender interface. Depicted at the top is the reference recipe, for which a similar-item recommendation set is retrieved. Depicted here is the multi-list condition with explanations, presenting multiple lists simultaneously.

presented in a single list or across multiple lists (cf. Figure 2). For each trial, users were asked to choose the recipe they liked most and would like to prepare at home. In addition, they were asked to evaluate how much they liked the chosen recipes and the presented recommendations. After going through five trials, users were then asked to evaluate the recipe sets recommended to them, in terms of their experienced choice difficulty, and perceived diversity and understandability.

3.1.5 Research Design. The recommender interface’s list design and the inclusion of explanations were subject to a 2x2-between user design. On the one hand, users were presented either a single list of five recipes or a multi-list interface that comprised five lists of five recipes each (25 recipes in total) across all trials. In the single-list condition, all of the mentioned lists in Subsection 3.1.2 would be presented across all five trials, such as a list re-ranked on fewest carbohydrates, presenting one per trial in a randomized order.

On the other hand, users were randomly assigned to either the ‘no explanation’ baseline or the explanation condition. For the ‘no explanation’ baseline, recommended recipes were only annotated with the overall explanation ‘Similar Recipes’, which would be presented at the top of the interface. In contrast, users assigned to the explanation condition were presented list-specific explanations.
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This meant for the single-list condition that one specific explanation was presented per trial above each list of five recipes, such as ‘Similar recipes that contain fewer calories’. As the presented lists differed per trial, the explanations would also do so, mentioning either similarity, calories, carbohydrates, fat or fiber depending on the list content. In the multi-list condition, each trial or interface comprised five explanations, explaining the contents of each of the sub-lists in the interface. The vertical order of lists and accompanying explanations was also randomized.

3.1.6 Measures. To relate changes in the interface design to interaction data and how users evaluated an interface, we examined different types of measures.

**User Evaluation Metrics.** To examine whether a multi-list interface was evaluated more favorably than a single-list interface (RQ1), we asked users to reflect on their chosen recipes, the presented recommendations, and the overall interface. Per list of recommended recipes, we asked users whether they liked the recipes they’ve chosen (i.e., Choice Satisfaction; items adapted from [65, 69]). At the end of each study, we inquired on their perceived choice difficulty (items adapted from [37]), their perception of the diversity among presented recipes (items adapted from [44, 69]), and how understandable each list was. All items, listed in Table 1, were evaluated through 5-point Likert scales.

**Choice Metrics & User Characteristics.** To examine possible changes in user choices (RQ2), we represented the healthiness of each recipe through its ‘FSA score’. This score, ranging from 4 (healthiest) to 12 (unhealthiest), was based on nutritional guidelines of the UK Food Standards Agency [53] and was used in earlier studies [56, 66, 70, 77]. In short, a recipe’s FSA score was higher if the fat, saturated fat, sugar, or salt content was higher per 100g (cf. [70] for computational details). Since there were slight variations in the average FSA score across conditions, we considered the FSA score of chosen recipes relative to the mean of the recipes presented (i.e., the FSA score of the chosen recipe minus the mean FSA score of the presented recipes).

To relate users’ choices to their eating goals, we considered from which list a recipe was chosen. In addition, we asked users whether they had one or more specific goals when choosing a recipe. They could indicate to look for similar recipes, recipes they liked, recipes with more fiber, or recipes with lower fat and kcal. In our analysis, we tallied the number of lists for which the chosen recipes matched a user’s recipe or eating goal. For example, a choice was counted as a match if a user had indicated to look for recipes with more fiber and chose a recipe from the ‘More Fiber’ sub-list. Finally, we asked users to rate their self-reported health and cooking experience, which were captured on 5-point scales, as well as to disclose some demographical details, such as age and gender.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis. We compared a user’s evaluation of our single and multi-list interfaces in Study 1 through the recommender system user experience framework [44]. We submitted the responses to our questionnaires to a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using ordinal dependent variables. Table 1 shows that we could reliably distinguish between four different aspects: Choice Difficulty, Perceived Diversity, Understandability, and Choice Satisfaction. Items that did not explain sufficient variance of their respective latent aspects were removed from further analysis. Eventually, the resulting aspects all met the guidelines for convergence validity, as the average variance explained of each aspect was larger than 0.5 [43].

Although some SEM guidelines recommended to use at least three items per latent aspect for small SEM analyses (e.g., [43]), Kline [40] describes that the use of two items per latent aspect is sufficient, as long as the model’s degrees of freedom are sufficiently high; which was the case here.
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Table 1. Results of the confirmatory factory analysis on user experience aspects for Study 1. The analysis was clustered at the user level, as the items for choice satisfaction had five observations per user. All aspects met the requirements for convergent validity ($AVE > 0.5$). Items in grey and without factor loading were omitted from the final Structural Equation Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice Difficulty</td>
<td>I changed my mind several times before choosing a recipe.</td>
<td>.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AVE = .53$</td>
<td>I think I selected the most attractive recipe from each list.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .71$</td>
<td>I was in doubt between multiple recipes.</td>
<td>.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The task of choosing a recipe was overwhelming.</td>
<td>.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Diversity</td>
<td>The lists of recommended recipes were varied.</td>
<td>.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AVE = .58$</td>
<td>The recommendation lists included recipes from many different</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>categories.</td>
<td>.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .69$</td>
<td>Several recipes in each list differed strongly from each other.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most recipes were of the same type.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>I understood why recipes were recommended to me.</td>
<td>.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AVE = .61$</td>
<td>The explanations of recipes, such as 'similar recipes', were clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to me.</td>
<td>.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .67$</td>
<td>I did not understand the presented explanations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Satisfaction</td>
<td>I like the recipe I’ve chosen.</td>
<td>.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$AVE = .72$</td>
<td>I think I will prepare the recipe I’ve chosen.</td>
<td>.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .85$</td>
<td>I like the list of recommended similar recipes.</td>
<td>.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Structural Equation Modeling. We organized the objective constructs, subjective constructs, and relevant interactions into a path model using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). As suggested by Knijnenburg and Willemsen [43], we first tested a fully saturated model and performed stepwise removal of non-significant relations afterwards. Figure 3 depicts the resulting model, which had good fit statistics: $\chi^2(100) = 177.130, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.982, TLI = 0.977, RMSEA = 0.021, 90\% - CI: [0.015, 0.025]$. Our path model met the guidelines for discriminant validity, as the correlations between latent constructs were smaller than the square root of each their $AVE$s (cf. Table 1) [43].

User Experience of Multi-List vs Single-List Interfaces (RQ1). Figure 3 depicts two types of ‘main’ paths between the objective changes in our interfaces (i.e., multi-list vs single list, use of explanations) towards our evaluation aspects (i.e., choice difficulty, choice satisfaction). The first path, running at the top of Figure 3, showed that multi-list interfaces (with and without explanations) led to higher levels of perceived diversity ($\beta = .780, p < 0.001$). This indicated that presenting more recipes from multiple lists to users led them to perceive a list as being more varied.

In turn, diversity affected two user experience aspects. First, higher levels of diversity came at the cost of higher levels of choice difficulty: $\beta = .249, p < 0.001$. A test of indirect effects showed that the path from multi-list to choice difficulty was mediated by diversity ($coef. = .194, p < 0.01$). This effect is also depicted in Figure 4: choice difficulty was significantly higher in the multi-list condition (compared to single lists), while no interaction effect of explanations could be observed. Second, diversity was also positively related to choice satisfaction: $\beta = .362, p < 0.001$, leaving

---

5This model was inferred using all users. We also tested a model from which we excluded users who had not passed the attention check, but this did not lead to significant changes in the path model.
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users more satisfied with the recipes they had chosen if the recommendation sets were perceived as diverse. The path from multi-list towards choice satisfaction was also significantly mediated by diversity \((\text{coef. } = 0.282, p < 0.01)\), which can be understood by inspecting Figure 5. Whereas choice satisfaction levels were higher for multi-lists, both with and without explanations, we did not observe an interaction effect with the use of explanations.

**Choice Metrics (RQ2).** The second main path in Figure 3 stemmed from both objective system aspects and followed through choice metrics towards the perception and evaluation aspects. We observed two contrasting effects of our research design on the healthiness of chosen recipes, relative to the mean in a recommendation set: while the addition of explanations led users to choose relatively healthy recipes (i.e., with lower FSA scores): \(\beta = -0.267, p < 0.05\), an interaction effect between multi-list (vs single list) and explanations led to relatively unhealthy choices (i.e., recipes with higher FSA scores): \(\beta = 0.301, p < 0.05\). This effect was understood by inspecting Figure 6,
which on the one hand depicts that the addition of list-specific explanations (instead of ‘Similar Recipes’) led to lower, healthier FSA scores of the chosen recipe in the single-list conditions. On the other hand, it shows that recipe choices in the multi-list conditions were unhealthier than in the single-list conditions, which was not further affected by the use of explanations.

Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that the chosen FSA score was negatively related to the number of choices that matched a user’s goal: $\beta = -0.053, p < 0.05$. This meant that users who had chosen relatively healthy recipes were also more likely to have chosen recipes that matched their recipe goals. The distribution of lists from which recipe were chosen, per multi-list condition, is depicted in Figure 7. The presence of explanations led users to choose fewer ‘Similar’ and low-calorie recipes, but more recipes that were rich in fiber. Since the FSA score of most fiber-rich recipes was higher ($M_{fiber} = 7.94$) than the recommendation set’s average ($M_{Multi-List} = 7.44$), it seemed that users had chosen healthier recipes from other lists. Although there were little changes in the relative chosen FSA score for ‘Similar’, ‘Fewer Calories’ and ‘More Fiber’ recipes, the addition of explanations led to lower FSA scores for the ‘Fewer Carbs’ list (a drop from +.50 to +.15) and the ‘Less Fat’ list (going down from +.21 to -.42).

The last part of the path in Figure 3 shows that more choices that matched a user’s goal led to a higher level of understandability: $\beta = .204, p < 0.001$. This, in turn, was positively related to higher levels of choice satisfaction through two pathways: one direct path and one mediated by perceived diversity. However, a test of indirect effects showed that the total path from the objective system aspects towards choice satisfaction was not significantly mediated by the aforementioned interaction metrics, indicating that they were related but not mediated causally.

**User Characteristics.** Finally, two user characteristics (in red) also significantly affected a user’s choices, perception, and evaluation. First, a user’s self-reported health was negatively related to the FSA score of chosen recipes ($\beta = -.128, p < 0.05$), showing that users who rated themselves as healthy had also chosen healthier recipes. Second, a user’s cooking experience was positively related to the perceived understandability ($\beta = .282, p < 0.001$) and experienced choice satisfaction.

---

6The distribution of lists from which recipes were chosen in the single-list condition is flat, as each list was presented once to each user. Therefore, we only depict the findings for the multi-list conditions.

7We had also explored possible interaction effects between user characteristics and interaction metrics and evaluation aspects, but found none.
This suggested that our recommender interface, averaged across all conditions, was more suitable for experienced users than novices. A test of indirect effects indicated that this path was significantly mediated by both understandability and perceived diversity, indicating that experienced users better understood our interfaces and, in turn, perceived them as more diverse and were more satisfied with the recipes they had chosen.

### 3.3 Summary and Conclusion

We examined to what extent multi-list interfaces were evaluated more favorably than single-list interfaces (RQ1), as well as whether they could support users with healthy eating goals (RQ2). We did so by comparing single-list interfaces with 5 items (with or without explanations) to multi-list interfaces of 25 items (with or without explanations).

With regard to [RQ1], we found that users were more satisfied with recipes they have chosen from a multi-list interface, compared to a single interface. They also reported higher levels of perceived diversity, which in turn positive affected choice satisfaction. At the same time, users experienced higher levels of choice difficulty when using a multi-list interface, compared to a shorter list that did not trigger choice overload. These findings were in line with preceding research [4], except that our path model showed that the detrimental effects of the larger set size were fully mediated by diversity.

With regard to [RQ2], we observed that on average users made unhealthier decisions in multi-list interfaces. Although an interaction effect was revealed between the use of a multi-list interface and explanations, this only led to relatively healthier choices in the single-list conditions. However, our path model did reveal that users who had chosen relatively healthy recipes, typically chose them from lists that matched one or more healthy eating goals. In turn, this was also related to higher levels of understandability, suggesting that the multi-list interface was able to support users with specific nutrition-related goals. Moreover, the unhealthiness of recipe choices was exacerbated by the poor FSA scores of the ‘more fiber’ recipes.

The main limitation of Study 1 was that our comparison of single-list and multi-list interfaces was confounded on differences in set size (5 vs 25). To control for this, we performed Study 2, in which we compared single-list and multi-list interfaces with 25 recipes each.

### 4 STUDY 2

We developed a knowledge-based food recommender system8 for Study 2. We compared single-list and multi-list interfaces with the same set size, as well as examined the merits of personalized explanations compared to non-personalized, recipe-focused explanations, akin to the ones used in Study 1. This was assessed in terms of the user’s evaluation (RQ1) and the healthiness of recipes chosen (RQ2).

#### 4.1 Methods

**4.1.1 Dataset.** We used a database from the Italian food community platform GialloZafferano. It contained 4,671 recipes, used in previous studies on food recommendations [50, 51], which were each translated to English. For this study, we only used main course recipes, which eventually resulted in a dataset of 1,190 recipes. The dataset included descriptive details, such as the recipe’s name, images, cooking time, and allergens. In terms of nutritional content, we could access the weights (in g) per serving for carbohydrates, fat, saturated fat, sugar, fiber, and sodium, as well as the amount of calories. However, we could not compute the nutritional content per 100g, as the serving size was missing.

---

8Please refer to our prototype: https://github.com/larsholth97/personalized-exp-multilist.
4.1.2 Participants. A total of 164 participants (75% below 35 years old; 55.2% female) completed our user study. Participants were recruited online through the crowdsourcing platform Prolific and were compensated with 0.75 GBP, as we estimated that completing the study would take 5 to 6 minutes. Participants needed to have at least a 95% approval rate and to be fluent in English. Eventually, participants took on average 500 seconds (just over 7 minutes) to complete the study ($SD = 293$ seconds).

4.1.3 Procedure. Participants were first asked to disclose personal information and preferences. This included demographic details, questions about their weight status, and information about their cooking experience. A screenshot of the questions posed to users is depicted in Figure 8. Thereafter, they would be presented two personalized sets of 25 recipe recommendations, which is partially depicted in Figure 9. Each set would include one or more explanations and a few features of a recipe: name, photo, cooking time, and a short description. For each recommendation set, they were asked to choose one recipe they liked the most and would like to prepare at home in the near future. Moreover, they were asked to evaluate their perception of the recipes, the interface and how they experienced choosing a recipe.

---

Fig. 8. Profile builder for the knowledge-based recommender system used in Study 2. Depicted here are two screenshots from the same page in which user preferences were elicited. Details on the options displayed in drop-down menus are discussed in the subsection 4.1.6.

---

9 The research conformed to the ethical standards of the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD).
Table 2. Knowledge-based relations between elicited user characteristics and recipe features. Recipes are assigned a higher score if they meet specific thresholds. For details about scoring, please refer to our GitHub repository: https://github.com/larsholth97/personalized-exp-multilist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Characteristics</th>
<th>Recipe Features</th>
<th>Scoring Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking Experience</td>
<td>Preparation Difficulty</td>
<td>Distance Metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking Time</td>
<td>Preparation Time</td>
<td>Cooking Time&gt;Preparation Time: ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthiness of Eating Habits</td>
<td>Calories &amp; Nutrients</td>
<td>Higher Calorie &amp; Nutrient allowance for scoring ↑ if Eating Habits are healthier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity &amp; BMI</td>
<td>Calories &amp; Nutrients</td>
<td>Low BMI + Physical Activity: Protein ↑; High BMI: Low-Calorie and low-Fat ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight-Gain Goal</td>
<td>Calories &amp; Nutrients</td>
<td>Calories&lt;550, Carbs&lt;23g, Fat&lt;15g, Sat.Fat &amp; Sugar&lt;8g: ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight-Loss Goal</td>
<td>Calories &amp; Nutrients: ↑</td>
<td>Calories&gt;550, Fat&gt;15g: ↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4 **Recommendation Approach and Explanations.** We employed a knowledge-based recommendation approach to generate recipe recommendations. Our approach leveraged elicited user characteristics on the one hand, and recipe features on the other hand.

The recommendation pipeline comprised three steps. To support all steps, user characteristics were employed as preferences and were used to score different recipe features. The knowledge-based relations between users and recipes are described in Table 2, which were used to score recipes and select possible lists. Details on scoring can be retrieved from our GitHub repository.\(^{10}\)

As step 1, list algorithm candidates, for single and multi-list alike, would be selected from the sample of lists that were compatible with a user’s preferences. Instead of generating list explanations using NLP methods as in a previous knowledge-based recommender study [51], we pre-designed list explanations based on general dietary guidelines and common sense matching. For example, users who wished to lose weight could be presented a list with ‘low-fat’ recipes, while users who indicated to be novice cooks would not be exposed to algorithms that selected difficult recipes.

Second, we would filter out recipes that did not meet specific criteria. Most notably, users could disclose dietary restrictions, such as gluten-free, for which recipes could be filtered, such as recipes that contain wheat. This also included constraints that applied to multiple recipe features, such as users indicating to suffer from diabetes. For the latter, we would only present low-fat, low-sugar, and low-sodium recipes, with specific cut-off values.

Third, the candidate lists would be filled with recipes. To do this, recipes in the dataset were scored based on the elicited user preferences and the features of the recipes. Scoring was done in line with the knowledge-based relations described in Table 2. We used a ‘positive scoring’ approach, in which the baseline score of a recipe would be zero, but was increased if applicable. For each relevant user characteristic, recipe scores were increased if they would meet specific feature values. For example, if a user indicated to be willing to lose weight, a recipe’s score was increased if the recipe’s fat or caloric content would fall below the British recommended dietary intake guidelines. Eventually, a random sample from the candidate lists would be presented to the user, i.e., the top-1 in the single-list condition and the top-5 in the multi-list condition, in a randomized order from top to bottom.

---

\(^{10}\)https://github.com/larsholth97/personalized-exp-multilist
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Table 3. Explanations and lists presented in the food recommender interface of Study 2. In single-list interfaces, only one of the lists would be presented, while five lists were presented in multi-list interfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-personalized Explanations</th>
<th>Personalized Explanations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Meet Dietary Intake Guidelines</td>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Could Improve Your Unhealthy Eating Habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Are in Line With Your Healthy Eating Habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Also Match Your Vegetarian Dietary Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Fit Your Lactose-Free Dietary Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy Recipes That Fit Your Gluten-Free Dietary Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipes With a Short Cooking Time</td>
<td>Recipes With a Rather Short Cooking Time, Which Matches Your Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipes With a Long Cooking Time</td>
<td>Recipes With a Long Cooking Time, but No Longer Than Your Preferred Cooking Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recipes With a Long Cooking Time That Match Your Preferred Cooking Time and Your Diabetes Dietary Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipes That Are Easy to Cook</td>
<td>These Recipes Are Very Easy to Prepare, Which Matches Your Low Level of Cooking Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These Recipes Are Easy to Prepare, Which Matches Your Low Level of Cooking Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging Recipes to Try</td>
<td>These Recipes Are Rather Challenging to Prepare, but Match Your Level of Cooking Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Protein Recipe</td>
<td>High-Protein Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Protein Recipes That Match Your Weight-Gain Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Fat Recipes</td>
<td>High-Fat Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Fat Recipes That Match Your Weight-Gain Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Fat Recipes</td>
<td>Low-Fat Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Fiber Recipes</td>
<td>High-Fiber Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Sugar Recipes</td>
<td>Low-Sugar Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipes Low in Saturated Fat</td>
<td>Recipes Low in Saturated Fat That Match Your Weight-Loss Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Calorie Recipes</td>
<td>Low-Calorie Recipes That Match Your Body Mass Index and High Level of Physical Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Calorie Recipes That Also Fit Your Diabetes Dietary Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Calorie Recipes That Also Fit Your Diabetes Dietary Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Calorie Recipes That Match Your Weight-Gain Goal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An overview of all the possible lists and explanations are presented in Table 3. The recipes eligible for the personalized lists would not only be personalized to the user’s profile, but would also meet constraints applicable to that list. For example, ‘High-Fat Recipes That Match Your Weight-Gain Goal’ only considered recipes with high levels of fat, showing the recipes with the highest overall score. Furthermore, even though the explanations in the non-personalized condition did not relate to user characteristics, the content in those lists was still optimized towards the user’s elicited preferences. Hence, the manipulation mainly focused on how the lists were explained. Note that duplicates across multiple lists within a single interface were possible, but not across both multi-list interfaces.

4.1.5 Research Design. Recommendations presented to users were subject to a 2x2-mixed research design. All users were presented two sets of 25 recommendations, of which one set presented non-personalized explanations and the other presented personalized explanations. In contrast, only half of users was presented recipes in two single-list interfaces, while the other half faced two multi-list interfaces.

4.1.6 Measures. To assess how changes in the interface design led to alterations in choice behavior and a user’s evaluation, we examined different types of measures.

User Evaluation Metrics. To examine whether multi-list interfaces (with or without personalized explanations) were evaluated more favorably than single-list interfaces (RQ1), we inquired on different user evaluation aspects. Table 4 outlines the five user evaluation aspects examined in this study that were related to choice overload and the effectiveness of the used explanations, which were all evaluated on 7-point Likert scales. Questionnaire items used were in part based on previous studies: choice difficulty [37], choice satisfaction [44], perceived support [29, 65], understandability...
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[42], and perceived diversity [37, 44, 65]. We asked users about their perceived diversity after both sets had been presented, while we inquired on the other aspects after each set.

We performed a principal component factor analysis with non-orthogonal, promax rotation on the different aspects. Unlike in Study 1, we did not perform a confirmatory factor analysis, as we could not eventually infer a reliable structural equation model due to fit issues related to within-user and between-user parameters and divergence validity (cf. [43, 44]). Instead, we analyzed the influence of a multi-list representation and personalized explanations per user evaluation aspect separately. The principal component factor analysis revealed that perceived support did not form a reliable latent aspect and was omitted from further analysis. The internal consistencies of choice satisfaction and understandability were good ($\alpha > 0.8$), while those of choice difficulty and perceived diversity were acceptable ($\alpha > 0.6$).

**Choice Metrics.** We assessed which recipe was chosen from each list. Unlike in Study 1, we could not express the healthiness of chosen recipes through the FSA score, as we did not have information on a recipe’s serving size. Instead, recipe healthiness was expressed through the 'WHO Score', following a method proposed by Howard et al. [28], validated further by Trattner et al. [75], that was based on recommended daily intake levels for six nutrients and calories [54]. The score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice Difficulty</td>
<td>The task of choosing a recipe was overwhelming.</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I changed my mind several times before choosing a recipe.</td>
<td>.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .66$</td>
<td>Comparing the recommended recipes was easy.</td>
<td>-.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Satisfaction</td>
<td>I like the recipe I’ve chosen.</td>
<td>.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think I will prepare the recipe I’ve chosen.</td>
<td>.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .83$</td>
<td>I know many recipes that I like more than the one I have chosen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would recommend the chosen recipe to others.</td>
<td>.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Support</td>
<td>I could easily find recipes on this page.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This page helped to discover new recipes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A page like this helps me make better recipe choices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>I understood why the recipes were recommended to me.</td>
<td>.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I could understand how the recipes were based on my preferences.</td>
<td>.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .85$</td>
<td>The recommendation process was NOT clear to me.</td>
<td>-.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Diversity</td>
<td>Several recipes in each list of recommended recipes differed strongly from each other.</td>
<td>.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The recommendation lists included recipes from many different categories.</td>
<td>.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = .69$</td>
<td>Both interfaces contained recipes that were similar to each other.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No two recipes seemed alike.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
runs from 0 to 7, tallying the calories and nutrients for which the intake guidelines were met, and was evaluated as an absolute, continuous score. Besides healthiness, we also tracked from which lists recipes were chosen, as well as the position in the list. The latter was expressed as the vertical ‘List Position’, with the lowest values indicating items presented in the top row.

**User Characteristics.** We inquired on various user characteristics. Besides demographics and BMI, we asked users how important they found healthy eating (on a 5-point scale), to what extent their eating habits were healthy (5-point scale), their health consciousness (1 item, 5-point Likert scale), and their level of cooking experience (5-point scale). Users could also indicate their maximum preferred cooking time, to what extent they engaged in physical activity (3-point scale), and whether they had a weight-gain or weight-loss goal. Among these characteristics, cooking experience and health consciousness were considered in our analyses as continuous predictors. Finally, we also inquired on dietary restrictions, which were used to filter recipes from the recommendation sets and to impose nutrient-based constraints (e.g., for diabetes).

**Descriptive Statistics.** We report the descriptive statistics of the elicited user preferences here; see Figure 8. On a scale ranging from very unimportant to very important, 53.3% of recruited participants ($N = 163$) across both conditions evaluated the importance of eating healthily as important. In contrast, 49.7 percent of respondents self-assessed their own eating habits as neither healthy nor unhealthy, which was also the middle option. Moreover, given the statement, “My health depends on the foods I consume”, 61.3% of respondents agree on a scale ranging from entirely disagree to completely agree. In terms of physical activity and diet goals, 52.1% of respondents reported 3 hours of weekly physical activity, while 40.5% reported 6 hours, which was considered as an average level of physical activity in the study. In addition, slightly more than half of the participants (50.9%) had a diet goal of weight loss, whereas 36.8% had no diet goal. In terms of personal preferences related to cooking, 39.2% of respondents rated their experience as medium, while 37.4% rated it as high. The average cooking time requested by participants was 53.37 minutes.

Participants could tick a box if they had any dietary limitations. Although we had applied a filter in Prolific during data collection to rule out dietary constraints, 18.4% percent of participants indicated to have dietary restriction, with lactose-free diet being the most ticked option. The latter may have been due to such specific dietary restrictions not being featured in Prolific’s system.

**4.2 Results**

We examined the user evaluation (RQ1) and recipe choices (RQ2) across knowledge-based multi-list and single-list recommender interfaces, with or without personalized explanations. Although we could not infer a path model due to fit issues, we approached the method of the user experience recommender framework [44], by breaking down the analysis into multiple parts. We investigated changes in perception aspects (i.e., diversity, understandability) and choice metrics (i.e., WHO score) as a function of the research design, while changes in experience aspects (i.e., choice satisfaction and choice difficulty) were in turn predicted using the research design factors, perception aspects, choice metrics, and user characteristics.

**4.2.1 Diversity, Understandability and Recipe Healthiness.** We first examined whether our research design affected the perceived diversity and understandability of our interface, as well as the healthiness of chosen recipes. For perceived diversity$^{11}$, we performed a two-sample $t$-test and found higher levels of diversity for multi-list interfaces ($M = .18, SD = .85$) than for single-list interfaces ($M = -.18, SD = 1.11$): $t(162) = -2.30, p < 0.05$. This suggested that using multiple algorithms in a recommender interface led users to perceived the content indeed as more varied.

$^{11}$Note that Perceived Diversity was only measured between users and, thus, cannot be used to examine differences between the non-personalized and personalized explanation conditions.
For understandability and the WHO score, we performed two-way mixed-model ANOVAs as a function of the research design, with the personalized explanation condition as a repeated measures term. Our analysis revealed a small increase in understandability for multi-list interfaces ($M = .092, SD = 1.03$), compared to single-list interfaces ($M = -.092, SD = .96$): $F(1, 162) = 4.92, p = .028$. This suggested that presenting multiple list in an interface rather than content from a single algorithm helped to users to understand the recommendation process and why recipes were recommended to them. In contrast, the use of personalized explanations only led to a small, but non-significant increase in understandability ($M = .034$) compared to the non-personalized explanations ($M = -.034$), while no interaction effect was observed. These effects can be understood by examining Figure 10.

The WHO score was significantly affected by our personalized explanation manipulation. The healthiness of the chosen recipes significantly decreased when personalized explanations were presented (i.e., that related to the user; $M = 2.21, SD = 1.47$), compared to non-personalized ones ($M = 2.78, SD = 1.75$): $F(1, 162) = 10.19, p = .0017$. This suggested that users facing interfaces with explanations that also related to their characteristics and healthy eating needs, were less likely to actually choose a healthier recipe than for interfaces with explanations that only described recipe characteristics. In contrast, we did not observe any significant changes in the chosen WHO score across single-list and multi-list interfaces, nor an interaction effect between personalized explanations and multi-list. This can also be observed in Figure 11.

### 4.2.2 Choice Difficulty and Satisfaction

We further analyzed whether our research design, perception and interaction variables (i.e., perceived diversity and understandability, WHO health score, list position), and personal characteristics (i.e., cooking experience and health consciousness) affected a user’s experience choice difficulty and choice satisfaction. We predicted each aspect using a multilevel linear regression model, clustered at the user level.

The results are presented in Table 5. It was revealed that choice difficulty was not reduced due to the use of a multi-list interface, nor because of the presence of personalized explanations or any interaction effect (all predictors: $p > 0.05$). Choice satisfaction did change across single-list and multi-list interfaces, but the direction of the effect was inconsistent with Study 1: it was lower in the multi-list condition than in the single-list condition: $\beta = -0.39, p = .001$. Taken together, this
Table 5. Results of multi-level linear regression analyses on choice difficulty and choice satisfaction, clustered at the user level. For interpretability, the Multi-list, Personalized Explanations, and the ‘Multi X Personalized’ interaction were each coded as continuous variables (taking values of either +0.5 or -0.5), and can be considered as additive effects. Beta coefficients are denoted by $\beta$, S.E. denotes the standard error. ***$p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$, * $p < 0.05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Choice Difficulty</th>
<th>Choice Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>S.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-list</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized Explanations</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi X Personalized</td>
<td>-.071</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Diversity</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability</td>
<td>-.16**</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Difficulty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO Score</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List Position</td>
<td>-.069*</td>
<td>.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooking Experience</td>
<td>.17*</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Consciousness</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$ (Between)</td>
<td>.084*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$ (Within)</td>
<td>.033*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$ (Overall)</td>
<td>.074*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

suggested that having multiple lists to choose from did not affect choice difficulty, but did decrease the level of satisfaction.

With regard to the perception and evaluation predictors, we found that perceived diversity positively affected choice satisfaction ($p < 0.01$), but did not affect choice difficulty. This suggested that the variety in recipes, which was higher in the multi-list condition, did not make the task of finding a suitable recipe more difficult. It was only partially consistent with our findings in Study 1, as we previously found that diversity positively affected choice difficulty. Our findings for understandability were more in line with Study 1, as we now found that higher levels of understandability were associated with lower levels of choice difficulty ($\beta = -.16$, $p = .006$), as well as with higher levels of choice satisfaction ($\beta = .34$, $p < 0.001$). This suggested that users who understood why recipes were recommended to them found it easier to choose a recipe, as well as were more satisfied with the chosen recipe. This was in spite of understandability not being significantly different across experimental conditions, which was also consistent with Study 1.

We further examined how interaction data affected our evaluation aspects. It was found that the healthiness of chosen recipes (i.e., WHO score) was not related to choice difficulty, nor to choice satisfaction: both $p > 0.05$. In contrast, choice difficulty was related to where a recipe was chosen. Users that chose items listed first or higher up in an interface were more likely to experience higher levels of choice difficulty ($\beta = -.068$, $p = .017$), while this did not affect choice satisfaction. This suggested that top items were not necessarily chosen due to convenience, but because of an increase in decision-making difficulty.
Finally, we found a few user characteristics that affected the overall user experience. Users with higher levels of cooking experience reported both higher levels of choice difficulty ($\beta = .17, p = .033$) and choice satisfaction ($\beta = .18, p = .010$). This could suggest that experienced users considered more recipes and therefore faced a higher choice difficulty, yet were more satisfied about their chosen recipe. Moreover, while health consciousness was not related to choice difficulty, it was observed to positively affect choice satisfaction ($\beta = .22, p = .013$), suggesting that users who felt that their health depended on the foods consumed, seemed to be more satisfied with using our knowledge-based recommender system, compared to users who are less health conscious.

4.3 Summary and Conclusion

We examined changes in user evaluation and recipe choice in Study 2, based on Study 2: 1) whether using multi-list interfaces rather than single-list interfaces, and 2) presenting detailed personalized explanations instead of non-personalized, recipe-focused explanations led to changes in a user’s evaluation and recipe choices. An important aspect of this study, compared to Study 1, was that the set sizes were consistent across conditions, while a knowledge-based recommender engine was used instead of content-based similar item retrieval.

Contrary to our findings in Study 1 for [RQ1], we observed a small, direct negative effect on choice satisfaction for using a multi-list rather a single-list interface. This is not consistent with previous work on category-based interfaces with related evaluative aspects [7, 58], nor with previous work from Jannach et al. [34] that observed no differences in the level of satisfaction across interface conditions. This finding was hard to attribute to the measured user perception and experience aspects. For one, presenting a multi-list did increase the user’s perceived diversity and understandability, which were also found to positively affect choice satisfaction. Even though we could not test this in a path model as in Study 1, it seemed that presenting a multi-list interface had a direct negative effect on choice satisfaction, while it also positively affect it through understandability and diversity.

Furthermore, whereas we found in Study 1 that choice difficulty increased in the multi-list condition, mediated by diversity, we observed no effect in this Study. Instead, understandability was negatively related to choice difficulty, suggesting it was easier to choose a recipe if the interface was perceived as understandable – which seemed to apply to the multi-list condition. Moreover, choice difficulty and choice satisfaction were negatively related, revealing another possible ‘path’ for the positive effect of using a multi-list interface. This showed that presenting a multi-list rather than a single-list interface positively affected a user’s evaluation, but mostly in terms of the inquired perception aspects.

For [RQ2], we found that the healthiness of chosen recipes decreased because of the use of personalized explanations. For multi-list interfaces, it was suggested that highlighting how nutritional features of recipes in a list were connected to user characteristics led users to unhealthier options or lists that were not nutrition-focused (e.g., ‘These recipes are very easy to prepare, which matches your low level of cooking experience’). Hence, the healthiness of chosen recipes was higher for interfaces with explanations that described recipe features only. We also found such user choices to not relate to the examined user experience aspects, suggesting that a user’s perception of the interface and experienced difficulty and satisfaction were not related to recipe health in Study 2.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have examined an emerging topic in the context of recommender systems. Multi-list interfaces are being used in an increasing number of commercial applications [22]. Nonetheless, studies on how they are evaluated by users typically do not involve a user-centric evaluation [34]. That is, research has yet to examine how changes in a multi-list interface relate to choice data and
perception and experience aspects. Moreover, their use is limited to specific domains [22, 34, 58], mostly consumer and leisure domains (e.g., e-commerce, movies), that do not correspond to domains where behavioral change plays a role. In fact, the interplay between multi-list interfaces and user goals, such as healthy eating, has not yet been examined empirically [68].

This research involves one of the first empirical examinations of multi-list interfaces in the food domain. Moreover, it is also the first to have investigated to what extent a multi-list recommender interface is evaluated more favorably than a single-list interface, in the context of the user experience recommender framework of Knijnenburg and Willemsen [43]. In performing such a user-centric evaluation, we have examined whether a multi-list interface can support healthier recipe choices and user food goals (Study 1), by designing nutrient-specific recommendation lists. Whereas other studies are based on single-item evaluations [34] or analyses in which latent aspects are evaluated separately [58, 59], we have linked different latent evaluation aspects in a path model. For Study 2, we could not infer a path model due to fit validity issues, but have instead presented analyses with which we show how interaction data and user perceptions are related to user experience aspects.

5.1 User Evaluation (RQ1)

With regard to [RQ1], both studies reveal for most of the inquired user experience aspects that users evaluate multi-list recommenders more favorably than single-list interfaces. However, there are a few contrasting results between Study 1 and Study 2 regarding a user’s choice experience, which may have arisen due to a few differences in their respective designs.

In Study 1, we have found that users are more satisfied about the recipes they have chosen from a long multi-list interface, compared to a short single-list interface. Moreover, they also report higher levels of perceived diversity. At the same time, we find that users experience higher levels of choice difficulty when using a multi-list interface, compared to a shorter list that does not trigger choice overload (cf. [4, 62]). These findings are consistent with earlier studies on choice overload [32], in which people evaluate larger choice sets more favorably, but also find it more difficult to make a decision, which can also lead to choice deferral [11]. On top of that, we have found that the addition of explanations to an unlabeled multi-list interface does not reduce this experienced choice overload, nor does it significantly increase choice satisfaction. This partially contrasts with earlier findings that an ‘organized view’ of multiple item lists reduces the perceived cognitive effort or load [52, 58]. It is possible that the addition of explanations does not have an impact if numerous other modalities are presented in the interface, such as a recipe’s title, photo, and description.

The main limitation to Study 1 is the difference in set sizes across single-list and multi-list interfaces. While the set size in the multi-list conditions was 25, comprising 5 algorithms in a single interface, we only showed five recipes in the single-list conditions that stemmed from a single algorithm. In itself, this seems to have also contributed to the higher levels of choice difficulty and choice satisfaction in the multi-list interface conditions, as such a list length effect is also suggested in Bollen et al. [4]. In Study 2, we have aimed to mitigate these limitations by presenting a fairer comparison, examining the user evaluation across different interfaces that each present 25 recipes. There, we no longer find differences in choice difficulty between single-list and multi-list interfaces, while the perceived diversity and understandability is higher for the multi-list conditions.

Contrary to Study 1, we have found choice satisfaction to be lower for our multi-list interfaces in Study 2. On top of that, choice difficulty is found to increase in Study 1, while it is not affected in Study 2 across the single-list and multi-list conditions. This finding is difficult to explain using the evaluation aspects considered in this study. For one, we have observed positive relations between understandability and choice satisfaction, and between diversity and choice satisfaction. Although the recommender approaches differ across both studies (similar-item retrieval vs knowledge-based), they have been consistent within studies, and are unlikely to have led to this contradictory result.
Moreover, a decrease in satisfaction due to users taking more time to find an appropriate recipe, as is shown in Jannach et al. [34], should have also been reflected in higher levels of choice difficulty, but this was found to not differ across conditions. Instead, a possible factor may be that the multi-list interface, which presented at times rather extensive explanations, is more appropriate to use for experienced users, for we have observed positive relations between a user’s levels of health consciousness and cooking experience, and choice satisfaction. Earlier research has suggested, albeit in the context of preference elicitation methods, that how users interact with an interface may be moderated by that user’s domain knowledge [41]. Future research should reveal whether this also applies to our findings.

While the experience aspects show mixed results, the perception aspects are more consistent across both studies. We find higher levels of diversity for the multi-list interfaces, even when controlling similar set sizes. Moreover, understandability has been found to be higher for multi-list interfaces in both studies, with the clearest results in Study 2. This indicates that multi-list food recommender systems contribute positively to the user’s perception of a system, even if the experience may not improve, compared to a single-list approach.

5.2 Recipe Healthiness (RQ2)

With regard to the healthiness of chosen recipes (RQ2), we are faced with mixed findings. What stands out across both studies is that the average healthiness of recipes chosen decreases when using a multi-list interface, which is not further affected by explanations. What could underpin this finding is that the multi-list interface design has empowered users with a lower level of health-related interests to seek out unhealthy foods. Another explanation may be that the used explanations are rather salient about a persuasive intent of the system to steer users towards healthier choices [19], which might have led to reactance among users [15]. Particularly in Study 2, some of the explanations are rather explicit about the relation between nutrition and the user’s characteristics, could have also led to negative feelings about the self [55]. It has been argued in the context of personalized nudging that being aware of this can cause resistance among users [82], particularly in the context of health promotion [13, 17]. A third, and more practical explanation is that multi-list interfaces have made it too easy to locate foods that a user likes, and that taste-based preferences tend to trump nutrition-based preferences among most users [49], also given the popularity of unhealthy recipes on the internet [75]. The latter would be consistent with the lack of changes in choice difficulty.

We do not find clear advantages of the use of explanations in multi-list interfaces regarding recipe healthiness. In fact, in Study 2, personalized explanations actually led to unhealthier choices. It could be argued that current study only put forth recommendation sets with up to 25 items. This is much smaller than the number of items presented in multi-list interfaces in the movie domain, where each sub-list comprises 40 items [22]. Such a recommendation set size arguably better lends itself for a well-explained multi-list interface. In a smaller ‘large sets’, however, explanations may only increase user trust as in previous studies [58, 72], but might not significantly affect choice-related outcomes.

In Study 1, we have teased apart user choices for specific lists. We have observed a variety of choices from non-similar, nutrition-focused lists, suggesting that different users seek out different types of recipes. Although food choices in our multi-list interface were relatively unhealthier than in single lists, we also found that the number of unhealthy ‘similar recipe’ choices in the multi-list conditions were significantly reduced due to the use of explanations, as many users had chosen fiber-rich recipes. We argue that the increase in recipe diversity in the multi-list condition enabled users to find the recipes they are looking for. Moreover, we found that healthy recipe choices were associated with users making more choices that match their eating or recipe goals. These
findings suggest that the availability of unhealthy foods will lead to relatively unhealthy choices by users who do not have any healthy eating goals, but will support users with healthy eating goals nonetheless. Moreover, one observed shift in user choices was from recipes that were optimized for similarity, to fiber-rich recipes that had a relatively high FSA score. Future studies should attempt to pin this down more precisely, by incorporating explicit user goals in a recommendation approach, possibly through a critiquing approach (cf. [8]).

5.3 Limitations and Future Work

A question that arises from the findings in this paper is to what extent the results are generalizable. Two aspects might limit the ecological validity of the performed studies. First, the use of crowdworkers across two different platforms (MTurk and Prolific) that do not necessarily need to consume the chosen recipes. The use of crowdworkers, particularly from Amazon MTurk, has received scrutiny for at times leading data generation and research results with a relatively high variability, which may depend on extraneous factors (e.g., such as a person’s mood [86]). However, it also offers some advantages, such as more diverse than most recruitment pools, a relatively fast recruitment of participants and a relatively higher-quality data compared with panel providers [80]. While we have rewarded participants at a good rate, have ruled out ‘speeding’ and have selected on approval rate, while not finding any evidence of reduced motivation, we have not tracked whether they have consumed the chosen recipes. The latter would be an important step for future studies to include, in line with for example work from the energy domain [65].

A second limitation to the ecological validity is the relatively small set sizes that have been used for each recommender system. Whereas many contemporary multi-list systems include numerous items per list [22], our systems have only included 5 per list. Although this have led to an arguably less realistic scenario, it is in line with previous scientific work on multi-list studies [34]. Moreover, the ‘reduced’ interface design has allowed us to specifically address our research questions. Hence, both studies have sacrificed some ecological validity and generalizability to improve internal validity and experimental control.

It could be argued that the use of a recommendation approach that is not user-personalized in Study 1 is a limitation. However, many recipe websites and recommender systems use similar-item recommendation approaches that are much like our study design [78]. Moreover, the findings from our similar-item approach are useful for domains where personalization is harder to apply, such as on platforms where most users do not have an interaction history or user account, such as news and recipe websites that attract many users from general search engines (i.e., Google).

A limitation to Study 2 is that the analyses could not be compiled in a single path model, such as in Study 1. This can mainly be attributed to cross-correlations across multiple questionnaire items that emerged when organizing the user experience aspects in a structural equation model, which were absent in our principal component factor analysis. This led to divergence validity issues and overall model fit issues. Nonetheless, the analyses that are reported instead, in which each interaction, perception or experience aspect is examined separately, does indicate to what extent our research design has affected them. Although this approach has not allowed us to perform model-driven optimization, it has illuminated nonetheless how interaction and perception aspects and user characteristics affect experience aspects. Moreover, linear regression is consistent with how each edge is formed between two nodes in structural equation model.

A possible limitation for both studies is that we have not controlled for image attractiveness. Two recent studies show that users are more likely to choose recipes that are accompanied by attractive photos [16], which can even lead to healthier choices [70]. Due to our controlled research designs, however, we do not expect this to have affected our results in terms of user evaluation aspects and aggregate choice metrics. Nonetheless, by unpacking an image into its underlying attributes (e.g.,
In a similar vein, the systems used in either study have not been tested on usability. Since part of the ‘appeal’ of such multi-list systems is the ease of locating information, this could have been a useful addition. Although the explanation could have been more thoroughly, we emphasize that our interfaces are based on state-of-the-art design. Moreover, other studies have showed high levels of perceived ease-of-use for multi-list systems [67]. Moreover, other studies have provided indirect evidence that such systems have a high usability [22, 34].

Regarding the explanations used in Study 2, a limiting factor is that they have not been pre-tested. The rationale is based on earlier work on knowledge-based recipe recommender systems [50, 51], where natural language processing is used to concatenate user characteristics and recipe feature to justify healthy recipe recommendations. The lists generated in the current study were rule-based, in the sense that they were pre-defined. We acknowledge that it would have been desirable to have pre-validated their understandability and whether they support user goals. Nonetheless, we have found higher levels of perceived understandability for the detailed, personalized explanations, which were less based on earlier work that the feature-based explanations. This seems to suggest that the explanation has been satisfactory, at least on a comparative level. Nonetheless, we wholeheartedly recommend a qualitative study design regarding explanation design in a multi-list context.

Future studies should test our findings in a more naturalistic setting. For one, the number of recipes recommended should not necessarily be limited to 25. Moreover, the role of explanations could be unpacked further in this specific domain, for they can also be considered a cognitively-oriented nudge [5], while the vertical organization of lists can be regarded as a behaviorally-oriented nudge. In this sense, a multi-list recommender interface is a diverse, yet complex decision-making environment, in which both personalization and digital nudges can steer user choices (cf. [36]). The final choices made by users are likely to be a function of both the content and the choice architecture (cf. [38]).

Future research could also examine the problem of recommendations and interface aspects more generally. For example, it would be interesting to tease apart the influence of recommendation algorithms and how items are organized on a user’s final choice. The top presented items might simply attract many of the choices for a specific group of users [70], such as those who found the decision-making to be difficult [11], like in our Study 2. Moreover, we propose to also address the challenge of healthy food or recipe recommendation with a more longitudinal perspective, by examining which recipes fall within the user’s ‘comfort zone’ to try in the short term and whether this can improve the healthiness of a user’s diet in the long term.

The takeaways may vary for different readers of this paper. While we encourage scholars to study the effects of multi-list recommender interfaces in more detail, also using qualitative methods and in other domains, we recommend practitioners to not necessarily adopt a multi-list homepage without further testing. For practitioners in the food domain, a similar-item retrieval page with explanations at the bottom of a recipe page should be beneficial, taking the results of Study 1 into account. Moreover, understandable explanations that link user characteristics to recipe features seem to be perceived positively.

5.4 Overall Conclusion

This study has presented two empirical studies on multi-list recipe recommender systems. Being among the first to do, we have shown that the extent to which multi-list interfaces have behavioral and evaluative benefits seem to depend on the interface design aspects. Compared to single-list interfaces, we have found that multi-list recommender interfaces have evaluative benefits in terms...
of their perceived understandability and diversity. The results for choice satisfaction and choice difficulty are mixed and warrant research in a more naturalistic environment, that includes longer lists. Based on our findings, we argue that ‘more lists are not always better’, when it comes to a person’s choice process and choice satisfaction, for a similar list of the same length in a grid format can yield higher levels of choice satisfaction.

Regarding user choices, the main benefits of multi-list interfaces seem to lie in helping users with specific goals to locate relevant content. This findings generalizes to domains that are similar to the food recommender domain. It seems that multi-list food recommenders are suitable for ‘more like this’ scenarios across the board (design of Study 1), but that their usefulness for homepages (design of Study 2) requires further examination.
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